
The DEN Week 4
News + Highlights

WHIRLYBALL

Whirlyball is a team sport
that combines elements of
lacrosse, basketball, hockey,
and bumper cars. Using their
bumper car and a scoop,
students worked with their
team to maintain possession of
a wiffle ball and shoot it into
the other team’s goal. We all
had such an amazing time
competing against each other
and playing this unique game!

At this field trip we were
also able to go bowling and play
laser tag. As you can see in
these photos taken by
counselor David, we had a blast
doing these activities!
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CAREER SEMINAR

For this week’s FutureU Enrichment, the Chamber planned a
Career Seminar for the kids. To start the class, the Chamber had all
the students complete an interest survey created by the Minnesota
Career Information System (MCIS). This survey was designed to get
the students thinking about what career fields best match their skills
and interests.

After completing this survey, the Chamber introduced the six
career fields to the students. The career fields are: (1) Human Services,
(2) Health Science Technology (3) Engineering, Manufacturing, &
Technology, (4) Arts, Communication, & Information Systems (5)
Agriculture, Food, & Natural Resources, and (6) Business,
Management, & Administration. Students learned what types of
careers fall into each of these fields and what high-school courses
and clubs they are connected to.

Once the kids were familiar with the different career fields, the
Chamber brought in speakers from each of the six groups. These
speakers talked about what their typical week looks like, their salary
range and education, their career path, and the skills they need for
their job. As the speakers talked, the kids took notes and wrote down
what they liked and disliked about each job. This career seminar was
awesome, and we are so grateful that these speakers took time out of
their day to come to the DEN!

PONG TOURNAMENT

On Wednesday July 14, the DEN had a pong
tournament! Counselor Chris set up fifteen plastic cups
in a triangle formation, and gave the kids 6 ping-pong
balls. The students took turns trying to score as many
points as possible. The closer the cup was to the front,
the more points it was worth if you were able to bounce
the ball into it. After every student was given the chance
to participate, the top five scorers moved on to the
second round, where they competed for the top prize.
The competition was close, and a third tie-breaker
round was needed to crown the winner. Every student
that participated received two pieces of candy, and the
winners received extra.
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CRAZY CHEMISTRY

The DEN kicked off our
second week of chemistry by
making rockets! This
experiment was part of the
basic metals lesson. Before
doing the experiment, the
students learned about the
characteristics of basic metals
and identified these elements
on the periodic table.

For our experiment, we
focused specifically on the
basic metal Bismuth, which is
found in antacid tablets like
Alka Seltzer. The students filled
film canisters with water,
dropped Alka Seltzer tablets
into them, quickly capped
them, and then waited for the
canisters to explode. We used
whole, half, and crushed Alka
Seltzer tablets to see which one
would launch the fastest.

During our second
experiment, we learned about
the Nonmetal family on the
periodic table. We focused
specifically on the elements
Carbon and Oxygen as we
conducted our Erupting
Snowballs experiment. The
….mnmbnbhhvbb.……...

baking soda and shaving
cream to make a snow-like
substance, then poured
vinegar over it. When the
vinegar mixed with the baking
soda, it triggered a chemical
reaction that caused the snow
to erupt (see photos).

Finally, the DEN learned
about the Halogen family,
which includes the element
iodine. The students learned
that iodine turns purple when
it comes into contact with
starches. For their experiment,
the students were given
several substances (such as
pasta, oats, rice, etc) and their
task was to use iodine drops
to figure out if the substance
had starch in it.

The DEN will continue to
conduct Crazy Chemistry
experiments in the coming
weeks. Stay tuned!

MARSHMALLOW
SHOOTERS

On Thursday July 15 the
DEN made marshmallow
shooters out of PVC pipe.
Counselor Chris cut the PVC
pipe and sorted the pieces into
kits for each student. He then
helped the students assemble
their shooters and gave them a
handful of mini marshmallows
as ammunition. The students
took turns using their shooters
to hit targets and knock down
towers of cups. In the next
couple weeks, the students will
be able to decorate their
marshmallow shooters and
participate in a marshmallow
shooting competition.
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IMPORTANT REMINDERS!
➢ Dairy Delite & Lakeville Bowl Field Trip:

○ Please have your child bring a bag lunch. The DEN will not be providing lunch for
the students. We will eat lunch at the DEN before leaving for the field trip.

○ One small snack at Dairy Delight will be included.
○ Please bring socks for bowling.
○ Make sure your child is wearing comfortable shoes. We will be walking from

MMS to Lakeville Bowl at 12:45, and from there to Dairy Delite at 3:00. We will
return to MMS by 3:30 PM. (Note: These field trip times are different from the
times previously posted).

○ Students are allowed to bring extra spending money to purchase additional
snacks (optional).

➢ FutureU Enrichment:
○ On July 28 the DEN students will be touring local STEM and Culinary businesses

as part of their FutureU Enrichment class. The bus will leave at 9:00 and return
to MMS at 12:00 PM. Please make sure your child arrives at the DEN before the
bus leaves.

➢ Greeter Announcement:
○ The concrete in the front and back of MMS will be repaired the week of July 26th.

We don’t yet know which day of the week the repairs will start, but the concrete
will take 1-2 days to dry after being poured. During this time, you will be asked to
drop off/ pick up your child using door 5 (the band door). Watch your email for
additional updates about this construction.

UPCOMING EVENTS

July 23: Dairy Delite & Lakeville Bowl Field Trip
July 27: Olympic Theme Enrichment
July 28: FutureU: Lakeville Business Tours
July 30: Rockin’ Jump Field Trip
Aug 3: Olympic Theme Enrichment
Aug 4: FutureU: Lakeville Business Tours
Aug 6: MN Zoo Field Trip

If you have any questions about any of the information in this newsletter, you can contact
the DEN at 952-232-3553 or talk to a Greeter at drop off/ pick up. Thanks for reading!

~ Greeter Jessie & the DEN staff ~
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